In this paper, we study the impact of channel output feedback architectures on the capacity of two-user interference channel. For a two-user interference channel, a feedback link can exist between receivers and transmitters in 9 canonical architectures, ranging from only one feedback link to four-feedback links. We derive exact capacity region for the deterministic interference channel and constant-gap capacity region for the Gaussian interference channel for all but two of the 9 architectures (or models). We find that the sum-capacity in deterministic interference channel with only one feedback link, from any one receiver to its own transmitter, is identical to the interference channel with four feedback links; for the Gaussian model, the gap is bounded for all channel gains. However, one feedback link is not sufficient to achieve the whole capacity region of four feedback links. To achieve the full capacity region requires at least two feedback links. To prove the results, we derive several new outer bounds, and give a new three-layer coding achievability scheme, which splits every message into a private, common and relaying message layers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shannon, in his seminal paper [1] , proved that feedback does not improve the capacity of the point-to-point channel. However, Ozarow showed that channel output feedback to both the transmitters in the Gaussian multipleaccess channel [2] and channel output feedback from both the receivers in the broadcast channel [3] enlarge the capacity region. It was later found by Carleial in [4] that in a two-user multiple-access channel, feedback link to one of the transmitters is redundant and the same capacity region can be obtained with one feedback link rather than two feedback links. Similarly for a two-user broadcast channel, Bhaskaran proved that feedback from one of the receivers can also improve the capacity region of the broadcast channel [5] .
The increasing demand of bandwidth, smaller cell sizes and frequency re-use factor of one is pushing cellular communication to the interference limited zone. A two-user interference channel is a good starting point for understanding the limits of performance of the interference limited communication [6] [7] [8] . Feedback in interference channels have been considered in order to achieve a possible improvement in data rates. A large body of work on interference channels [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] explores feedback strategies, where each receiver sends channel output feedback to its own transmitter. Recent work [18] and [19] analyze the capacity region of the two-user deterministic (no noise) interference channel with each of the receivers sending channel output feedback to its own transmitter. Concurrent with our work, the authors of [28] have investigated the capacity region of the feedback model with each receiver sending a rate limited feedback to its own transmitter.
In a two-user interference channels, different feedback architectures are possible depending on the presence or absence of feedback links from the two receivers to the two transmitters. The feedback architecture can be asymmetric if feedback resources available to different transmitter-receiver pairs is different. Consider two mobile terminals in two neighboring cells, communicating with their corresponding base stations. The mobile user in the first cell can be closer to its base-station and will therefore have access to a good feedback link, while the mobile station in the neighboring cell can be farther away from its base-station, thus experiencing a poor or no feedback channel. In such a case, we say only one direct-link feedback is available. In another scenario, suppose one of the receivers in the interference channel is capable of sending feedback to both the transmitters, whereas the other receiver does not send any feedback, which would be a case of single receiver broadcasting feedback. To understand the effect of channel output feedback on the capacity of interference channel under different feedback architectures, A. Sahai and A. Sabharwal are with the department of ECE, Rice University, Houston, TX 77005, USA (email: {as27,ashu}@rice.edu). V. Aggarwal is with AT&T Labs, Florham Park, NJ 07932, USA (email: vaneet@research.att.com). M. Yuksel is with TOBB University of Economics and Technology, Ankara, Turkey (email: yuksel@etu.edu.tr). The material in this paper was presented in part at the IEEE Information Theory Workshop, 2009 [26] and the IEEE International Symposium on Information Theory, 2010 [27] . A. Sahai and A. Sabharwal were partially supported by NSF grant CNS-1012921 and a grant from Texas Instruments. the conventional feedback model, in which each receiver sends channel output feedback to only its own transmitter, is not sufficient.
In a two-user interference channel, there can be as many as 4 possible feedback links. And therefore, excluding the no feedback model, a total of 2 4 − 1 = 15 feedback models are possible. If we exclude the symmetrical cases, 9 cannonical feedback models are possible which are shown in Figure 2 .
Feedback models include the one direct-link feedback model (feedback link between one of the receivers and its own transmitter), the one cross-link feedback model (feedback link from one receiver to the interfering transmitter), the four-link feedback model (feedback link from both receivers to both transmitters), etc. Different cases are shown in Figure 2 and will be explained in detail in Section II. In order to gain insights about good communication schemes that apply to the feedback models shown in Figure 2 , we first analyze the feedback models under the symmetric deterministic model of interference [20, 21] . Then, we extend the results to the Gaussian interference channel.
The first main result of the paper is that for deterministic channels, all the feedback models which have at least one direct link of feedback have the identical sum capacity. In the Gaussian interference channel, the sum capacity of all the feedback models with at least one direct link of feedback is within 4.17 bits/Hz of each other for all channel gains.
Although the feedback model with only one direct link of feedback yields the identical sum capacity as the feedback model having all four feedback links (for the deterministic channel model), their capacity regions are not identical. We prove that the capacity region of the feedback model with a one direct link of feedback is a strict subset of the capacity region of feedback model with all four feedback links. Moreover, the capacity region of the feedback model which has both direct feedback links, from the receivers to their own transmitters, is identical to the capacity region of the feedback model which has all four feedback links. Thus, there is no gain in listening to the channel output feedback from other receivers.
We show that exact (deterministic)/ approximate (Gaussian) capacity regions of 7 out of the 9 cannonical feedback models can be determined by finding the inner and outer bounds on the capacity region for following four cases: (a) all feedback models which at least have both the direct feedback links, (b) the single receiver broadcasting feedback model, where one of the receivers sends feedback to both the transmitters,(c) both receivers sending feedback only to the unintended transmitter, and (d) single direct-link feedback model. To establish these results, we find four outer bounds, and propose a new achievability scheme. For the deterministic channel model, the achievability scheme attains all points in the outer bound, whereas in the Gaussian model, the inner bound is a constant number of bits away from the outer bound (3.59 bits/Hz for (a), (b), and (c) and 6 bits/Hz for (d)). Our results indicate that when single receiver broadcasts the feedback signal to both the transmitters, the capacity region is identical to the single direct-link feedback under strong interference. Under weak interference, however, the capacity region of single receiver broadcasting feedback is identical to the capacity region of the four-link feedback model.
We also develop a three-layer coding scheme for the single direct link feedback model. The achievability scheme for all other feedback models is a simple generalization of the achievability scheme of single direct link feedback model. In the two user interference channel without any feedback, Han-Kobayashi coding which splits the message into two parts, a private (decodable only by the intended receiver) and public (decodable by both the receivers) is almost optimal. In the single direct link feedback model, the splitting of messages into three parts, private, public and relay is almost optimal. The gain obtained by introducing relay part can be understood by splitting the regimes of operation of interference channel into weak interference (interference is weaker than the intended link) and strong interference (interference is stronger than the intended link). The relay part of the message is transmitted twice, once by the transmitter that generates it and then by the transmitter that has access to it via the feedback link. In the weak interference regime, the first time the relay part of the message is transmitted it is decodable at the intended receiver only. In the subsequent block of transmission, when the relay part of the message is transmitted from the other transmitter it is decodable at the unintended receiver too. Since the relay message was already decoded at the intended receiver in the previous block, it can simply be subtracted at the intended receiver and thus does not cause any additional interference. In the strong interference regime relay messages are used for routing the messages through a better channel, i.e. one transmitter receiver pair uses the other transmitter receiver pair along with its feedback link as a potential relay to route the message. The feedback link is noiseless, and the interfering link is stronger than the direct link. Thus relaying messages via interfering links and the feedback link provides advantage in the rate of communication. Interestingly, in single direct link feedback model, all the gain in the rate is obtained by transmitter-receiver pair without the feedback link.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the Gaussian channel model and its de- terministic approximation. Section II also presents all the different feedback models that will be studied in the paper. Section III and IV present the sum capacity and capacity region (exact and approximate respectively) for the deterministic and Gaussian channels. Section V concludes the paper with some discussions on the results.
II. CHANNEL MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we describe the two-user Gaussian interference channel model and the two-user deterministic interference channel model that will be used throughout the paper.
A. Channel Model
An interference channel consists of two transmitters, T 1 and T 2 , and two receivers D 1 and D 2 . Each receiver D u is interested in the message transmitted by transmitter T u for u ∈ {1, 2} while the message from the other transmitter is interference.
A two-user symmetric Gaussian interference channel, shown in Fig. 1(b) , consists of two transmitters and two receivers (source-destination pairs), where each of the receivers receives the desired signal from its intended transmitter interfered with unintended signal from the other transmitter. The noise at both the receivers have zero mean unit variance complex Gaussian distribution.
Let W u denote the message to be transmitted from T u in N successive transmissions, where 
where W u is the decoded message. The error probability is given by λ u = Pr(W u = W u ). The transmitted and received signals at the two receivers are related as
where g ij ∈ C are the channel gains. In this paper, we will focus on symmetric Gaussian channel where direct gains are equal, i.e. g 11 = g 22 = g d , and the cross gains are equal, i.e. g 12 = g 21 = g c , and finally the noise Z 1j as Z 2j are both distributed as CN (0, 1). Moreover, the transmitted power is constrained such that E(|X 1j | 2 ) ≤ P 1 , E(|X 2j | 2 ) ≤ P 2 , and P 1 = P 2 = P , where the E(.) denotes the expected value of a random variable. We also define the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the interference to noise ratio (INR) as
The deterministic interference channel [20] is a good approximation of the Gaussian interference channel when signal and interference powers are much larger compared to the noise. We will use the deterministic approximation of the two-user interference channel to develop insights for designing achievable communication strategies for the Gaussian interference channel with feedback. The deterministic interference channel is described as follows. Associated with the link between transmitter T u , u ∈ {1, 2}, and receiver D k , k ∈ {1, 2}, is a non-negative integer n uk (which corresponds to the channel gain in the Gaussian channel). Let q = max u,k (n uk ). Overloading the notation for input and output, the inputs at u th transmitter at time j is denoted by X uj ∈ F q 2 . Equivalently, X uj can be written as X uj = X uj1 X uj2 . . . X ujq T , such that X uj1 and X ujq are the most and the least significant bits respectively. The received signal at time j is denoted by the vector
T . Specifically, the received signal Y kj , k = 1, 2, of an interference channel is given by
where ⊕ denotes the XOR operation, and S q−n uk is a q × q shift matrix with entries S i,j that are non-zero only for (i, j) = (q − n uk + j, j), j = 1, 2, . . . , n uk .
The symmetric deterministic channel (shown in Fig. 1(a) ) is characterized by two values: n = n 11 = n 22 and m = n 12 = n 21 , where n and m indicate the number of signal bit levels that we can send through direct links and the cross links, respectively. We will also assume that q = max(m, n).
B. Feedback Model
In this paper, we will use feedback to imply channel output feedback from the receivers to the transmitters. The feedback is assumed to be strictly causal and noiseless. There are four feedback links from the two receivers to the two transmitters. A feedback model is defined by the four tuple (F 11 F 12 F 21 F 22 ) where Figure 2 shows different combinations of the feedback links showing the nine principal combinations and listing their symmetrical equivalent (thus a total of 15) feedback models. The input signals that the transmitters can choose is a function of the feedback links present in the model. Thus,
where F ku = 1 indicates that causal channel output feedback is available to u th transmitter from the k th receiver. The link from a receiver to its own transmitter is called the direct link, and the link to other transmitter is called a cross link. Existence of two direct links represent that F 11 = F 22 = 1 while F 12 = F 21 = 0. Existence of only one direct link represents F 12 = F 21 = 0 and F 11 ⊕ F 22 = 1. Since we consider symmetric model, unless otherwise specified, we will, without loss of generality, assume that one link feedback model is equivalent to F 11 = 1 and F 22 = 0. When feedback is broadcast from a single receiver, we will assume that F 11 = F 12 = 1 while F 21 = F 22 = 0. When feedback is broadcasted by both the receivers the feedback model will be denoted by (1111).
C. Achievable rate and capacity definitions
A rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) is said to be achievable if for i.i.d. chosen messages W 1 ∈ W 1 and W 2 ∈ W 2 , where
N Ru } and u ∈ {1, 2}, there exist encoders f uj and decoders h u so that the probability that the decoded messages W 1 and W 2 at the receivers 1 and 2 respectively are in error goes to 0 as N → ∞. More precisely, max
goes to zero as N → ∞. The capacity region is the closure of all achievable rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ). Since there are different capacity regions for the different feedback models, we will use a superscript representing the state of (F 11 F 12 F 21 F 22 ). Thus, we will use C (1000) to represent the capacity region with one direct link from the first receiver to its own transmitter, C (1111) to represent the capacity region with all feedback links. We will also use C (1000) sum to represent the sum-capacity with one feedback link from first receiver to its transmitter. Similar notation will be used for other feedback models.
Let a be a row vector such that a = [a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a p ], where a i ∈ {0, 1} for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . p}. Then, we denote [a r , a r+1 , . . . a s ], where r, s ∈ {1, 2 . . . p}, and r ≤ s by a r→s . T1   T2  D2   D1   T1   T2  D2   D1   T1   T2  D2   D1  T1   T2  D2   D1   T1   T2  D2   D1  T1   T2  D2   D1   D2   D1  T1   T2   T1   T2  D2   D1   D2   D1  T1   T2 (1010) (1001) (1100) (0110)
(1000)
The nine canonical feedback models are shown here. The figure shows only the feedback links while the underlying interference channel is depicted in Figure 1 . The feedback state of each of the feedback model is also shown. These 9 models (15 including the symmetric cases) constitute all possible cases of feedback.
D. Prior results on interference channel with and without feedback
Next theorem describes the capacity region of for the two-user deterministic interference channel without any feedback.
Theorem II.1. [12, 21] The capacity region for a two-user symmetric deterministic interference channel without any feedback, C (0000) is the closure of all (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying
The capacity region of the interference channel with feedback has also been studied and feedback enlarges the capacity region of the deterministic interference channel. Following theorem gives the capacity region of the (1001) feedback model Theorem II.2. [19] The capacity region for a two-user symmetric deterministic interference network with two direct feedback links, C (1001) , is the closure of all (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying
Theorem II.2 shows that with feedback, the capacity region of the deterministic interference channel enlarges. In fact, with (1001) feedback it is possible to both deactivate the 2R 1 + R 2 and R 1 + 2R 2 bounds as well as improve the sum-capacity.
III. FEEDBACK MODELS: DETERMINISTIC CHANNELS
In this section we develop the sum-capacity and capacity region of the feedback models described in Section II. New outer-bounds and achievability schemes are proposed. The intuitions developed in this section for the linear deterministic model will be applied to develop approximate sum-capacity and capacity region of the Gaussian interference channel with feedback in Section IV.
A. Preview of Results
Our two key results are as follows 1) The sum-capacity of all the models with at least one direct feedback link is identical, i.e. C 2) The capacity region of the feedback model with only one direct link of feedback is strictly smaller than the capacity region of the feedback model with two direct links of feedback. But, the capacity region of all the feedback models which have feedback links in addition to the two direct links of feedback is identical to that with exactly two direct feedback links. More precisely,
In Section II, nine canonical feedback models have been described for the symmetric interference channel. We find the sum capacity of all the nine feedback models and the capacity region of all but (0010) and (1010) feedback states. We first describe a general coding structure based on relaying that we will employ to achieve the capacity region of different feedback models. Thereafter, we will present the outer-bounds and then complete the discussion by describing the sum-capacity and capacity region of the seven different feedback models.
B. Effective relaying through feedback
In a two-user deterministic interference channel, Han-Kobayashi coding which splits the message into two parts, i.e. a private (decodable only by the intended user) message and a public (decodable by both the users) message is known to optimal [21] . In the presence of feedback, we propose to split the message into three parts. The additional split of the message is called relay message. In this section, we intuitively argue why the relay message is useful in improving the sum-capacity and capacity region of the interference channel with different feedback models. There are two regimes of operation: 1) the direct links are stronger than the interfering links, i.e. n ≥ m, and 2) the direct links are weaker than the direct links n < m. In the regime where direct links are stronger than the interfering links, the relay message is useful in resolving interference without causing additional interference. When the direct links are weaker than the interfering links, the relaying assists routing of the message through a better channel. 1) Feedback model (1000): In (1000) feedback model, the only feedback link is from D 1 to T 1 . Suppose that the interfering links are stronger than the direct links as shown in the example in Figure 3 . The message, originating at T 2 is received at D 1 . Using the feedback link, the received message at D 1 can be passed on to T 1 without any delay. At T 1 , the message transmitted by T 2 is decoded and then transmitted in the subsequent block. Thus, with the help of the feedback link, combination of D 1 and T 1 can act as a potential relay. It is clear that when the interfering links, i.e. the link from T 2 → D 1 and T 1 → D 2 are stronger than the direct link from T 2 → D 2 , an increase in the rate of communication between T 2 and D 2 can be obtained by simply routing the data through the alternate path, i.e. from
The bottleneck of the alternate path (relay path) is the strength of the interfering link. In the example shown in Figure 3 , in two successive blocks of transmission all 4 bits intended for D 2 , i.e. {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 } and thus R 2 = 2 bits per channel use can be achieved. In the absence of feedback, the cutset bound for R 2 is 1 bit per channel use [21] . Therefore relaying clearly helps in improving the rate of communication in the strong interference regime. Now consider the case when the interfering links are weaker than the direct links. One example of weak interference is the interference channel with n = 5, m = 3 as depicted in the Figure 4 . The symmetric sumcapacity achieving point for the interference channel with n = 5, m = 3 is (R 1 , R 2 ) ≡ (3, 3). In the example shown in Figure 4 , a relay message is generated at T 2 and inserted for transmission in addition to the private and public messages. In the example, b 2 is the relay message generated in the 1 st block and b 6 is the relay message generated in the 2 nd block. We concentrate on the message b 2 . The message b 2 is received at D 2 as well as Fig. 4 . Two successive blocks of an achievable strategy in (1000) feedback for achieving a sum-rate higher than the no feedback case for an interference channel with n = 5, m = 3 is shown. nd block, b 2 is transmitted from T 1 (b 2 is available at T 1 from feedback) and now the relay message b 2 is decodable at D 1 and consequently allows decoding of a 2 , while does not cause any interference at D 2 (since it was already decoded). By introducing the relay message b 2 , interference can be resolved at one of the receivers (here D 1 ) without causing interference at the other. The rate R 2 is boosted because the relay message is transmitted in addition to the public and private messages, while the rate R 1 remains unchanged because the interference caused by relay message is resolved when it is transmitted once again from T 1 .
2) Feedback model (0010): In the (0010) feedback model, there is a feedback link between D 2 and T 1 . Now suppose that the interfering link is weaker than the direct link. Then the channel output feedback from D 2 to T 1 reveals "more" message bits of T 2 compared to the channel output from D 1 . From the received message at D 2 (also known at T 1 due to feedback), T 1 can subtract a scaled version of its own signal to recover entire message transmitted by T 2 completely. Observe that in the (1000) feedback model, only a part of T 2 's message was available to T 1 via feedback. Thus in (0010) feedback model too, interference can be resolved at D 1 by introducing a relay message. The gain obtained in the capacity region of (0010) feedback model is at least as much as (1000) feedback model. Note that in the example shown in Figure 4 , if there was a feedback link between D 2 and T 1 , then b 2 could still have been transmitted in the second block from T 1 and thus interference could be resolved at D 1 .
In the regime when interference is stronger than the direct link, routing through a better channel is key to improving the rate of communication. In (1000) feedback model, the better channel was due to the alternate route from
and therefore a gain in R 2 is possible. In the (0010) feedback model, however, any route for the message originated at T 2 and destined for D 2 will include the channel from T 2 → D 2 as a sub-route and thus the strength of the direct link continues to be the bottleneck (as in case of no feedback interference channel). Thus, in the regime where interference is stronger than the direct link, the (0010) feedback model behaves no differently than the no feedback case. And thus there is no apparent gain in the rate R 2 due to the feedback link itself.
3) Feedback model with 2 and more feedback links: First, let us consider the feedback models which at least have both the direct links of feedback. In these models, both receivers, D 1 and D 2 have at least one feedback link to their respective transmitters. Much like the (1000) feedback, D 1 and T 1 together with the feedback link can act as a potential relay for the messages from T 2 → D 2 . In addition, even D 2 and T 2 together with the feedback link can act as a potential relay for the messages from T 1 → D 1 . Thus, whenever the interfering link is stronger than the direct link, a gain in the rate R 1 as well as R 2 is possible by simply routing the suitable message through the better channel. If the interfering links are weaker than the direct link, the idea of interference resolution can be applied. We can imagine resolving interference at D 1 as we did in the (1000) feedback model. Since there is a feedback link from D 2 to T 1 too, interference resolution can be applied at D 2 too. We have observed that interference resolution result in rate pairs outside the capacity region C (0000) . With a combination of interference resolution and time sharing between rate tuples obtained by interference resolution, we can obtain the capacity region of all the feedback models which have at least both the direct links of feedback.
In (0110) feedback model, both the transmitters receive feedback only from the receivers they interfere with. In the interference regime where the interference is weaker than intended signal, the feedback from the cross feedback links is sufficient to resolve interference by introducing relay message at either T 1 or T 2 or both. Thus in (0110) feedback model interference can be resolved at D 1 or D 2 or both. However, in the interference regime where the interference stronger than the intended signal, the relaying (as routing) is not useful. In the no feedback case, one of the bottlenecks of communicating from T 1 to D 1 , and T 2 to D 2 is the strength of direct channel, which cannot be changed by introducing cross feedback link.
The following section introduces outer bounds where some of the bottlenecks become apparent.
C. Outer Bounds
In this subsection, we describe four different upper bounds for different feedback models. Together with the usual cut-set bounds on the rates R 1 and R 2 , i.e.
the outer-bounds described in this subsection will form comprehensive outer-bound for sum-capacity and capacity region of various feedback models. The first outer bound is the outer bound of the sum-capacity of the feedback model (1111).
Theorem III.1. The sum-capacity of the feedback model (1111) where both transmitters receive feedback from both the receivers is outer bounded by
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix A.
Remark 1. Since any of feedback models cannot have a sum-capacity larger than (1111), therefore (7) will serve as an outer-bound to the sum-capacity of all the feedback models.
Theorem III.2. The sum capacity of the feedback model where each of the receivers has a feedback link only to the interfering transmitter (feedback state (0110) is outer bounded as
Proof: Consider the genie which connects T 1 and D 2 with an infinite capacity link, as well as T 2 and D 1 with an infinite capacity link. Thus, we have two virtual nodes
The channel between virtual nodes A and A c is a point-to-point two-way channel whose sum capacity is an outerbound of the sum-capacity of the interference channel with (0110) feedback. The point-to-point two-way channel can be optimally decomposed into the two indepedent channels [23] . The sum capacity of the genie aided outer bound is the sum of individual capacities of each point-to-point channel (i.e. from A → A c and vice versa). Therefore
Theorem III.3. The rate R 1 for feedback models which do not have a feedback link between D 2 and T 2 , i.e.
(1 × × 0) is outer bounded as R 1 ≤ n.
Proof: A genie-aided outer bound with connecting T 1 and D 2 by an infinite capacity link as in the proof of Theorem III.2 is used. Thus we have a point to point two-way channel between A = {T 1 , D 2 } and A c = {T 2 , D 1 }. Since there is an infinite capacity feedback link between A c and A, the rate R 1 can be considered to be outer bounded by the capacity of point to point channel (A → A c ) with feedback. Feedback does not improve the capacity in point to point channel [23] . Therefore
Remark 2. Since (8) is a bound on the sum-rate of the feedback state (0110) it will naturally apply to the feedback state (0010). Carefully noticing, the bounds in Theorem III.3 and III.2 are in fact cut-set like bounds and will be useful in deriving the capacity region of specific feedback models.
Theorem III.4. The capacity region of the symmetric deterministic interference channel with feedback state (1000) is outer bounded such that
Proof: The proof is provided in the Appendix B.
Remark 3. The bound in (10) is identical to the bound on the rate 2R 1 + R 2 , when there is no feedback.
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Capacity region without feedback 
Block i
(a) Backward decoding at the first receiver
(b) Forward decoding at the second receiver . In this section, we will first derive the sum-capacity of the (1000) feedback model, and show that it is the same as that of (1111) feedback model.
The message to be transmitted at both the transmitters are split into three layers: public, private and relay. The public and private messages at the first transmitter in the i th block of transmission are denoted by X 1i,c and X 1i,p . The corresponding rates are R 1c and R 1p . Similar notation follows for messages at the second transmitter. The relay messages are generated only at the second transmitter and are relayed by the first transmitter in the next block of transmission. The relay message in the i th block at the second transmitter is denoted by X 2i,r , while the rate is denoted by R 2r . The message in the relay layer at the first transmitter is related to X 2i,r as X 1i,r = X 2i−1,r . The rates
We start with the (1000) feedback model. The encoding strategy focuses on allocating a part of the rate to the relay layer. In the interference regime when
, (n − m) bits of private message, (2m − n) bits of common message and (2n − 3m) bits of relay message can be transmitted in B → ∞ blocks. (except the first and last blocks. In the first block T 1 remains silent, while in the last block T 2 remains silent). This ensures rates approaching
relay which are on the boundary of the outer-bound of the sum-capacity as number of blocks B → ∞. In Fig. 6 two intermediate blocks of received messages at the two receivers is shown. We note that backward decoding can be applied at D 1 for interference resolution, while at D 2 interference can simply be subtracted out.
For an interference channel with parameters n and m such that n m ≥ 2 3 , the rate tuple (n−m, n) is achievable. At both transmitters (n−m) bits of private message and m bits of relay message are transmitted in every block (except the first and last block). There is no public message. Since the relay message originates at T 2 and is intended for
Backward decoding at D 1 Block i (a) Backward decoding at the first receiver 
as the number of blocks → ∞.
In the interference regime where n < m, the T 1 -D 1 pair can be used entirely as relay. The relay rate can be set to m bits per block, while private and common rates are set to zero. This clearly achieves the sum-capacity of m bits per block as the number of blocks → ∞.
The encoding and decoding strategy described in this section for (1000) feedback can be easily generalized for all regimes of interference which achieves the upper bound in Theorem III.1. Complete details are provided in Appendix C. We now notice that the achievable scheme of the (1000) feedback model matches the outer-bound of the (1111) model, and therefore C (1000) sum
The sum-capacity of all the feedback models with feedback state (1 × × ×) can be no less than the sum-capacity of (1000) feedback model, i.e. C (1000) sum , neither can it be larger than C (1111) sum . Therefore
This proves first key result that the sum-capacity of all the feedback models with at least one direct-link of feedback is identical. In order to find the sum-capacity of the remaining feedback models, i.e. (0100) and (0110), we first upper bound C (0100) sum and C is governed by the dominant of the bounds on the sum-capacity described in Theorem III.1 and Theorem III.2, i.e.
In order to assist us in proving the achievability of the upper bound described in (12), we use the following theorem which connects the capacity regions of (1000) and (0010) feedback models:
Theorem III.5. The capacity region of the single cross link feedback and single direct link feedback, for m ≤ n, are related as
Proof: Due to symmetry of the channel, it is sufficient to prove only one of the above inequalities. We prove (13) . For the single direct link feedback i.e. (1000), the encoding is constrained such that
In the cross link feedback model
, where V 1i = S q−m X 1i is the interfering part of the transmitted message from T 1 . Since X i−1 1 is known to T 1 before the i th block of encoding,
which is a subset of
is also known to T 1 . Hence, with the cross link feedback, T 1 has access to Y i−1 2 before the i th block of encoding, with which it can obtain X i−1
. Thus for every message pair (W 1 , W 2 ), and encoding function (f 1i , f 2i ), choosing g 1i ≡ f 1i ; g 2i ≡ f 2i , the encoding (15) and (16) can be made identical. The identical decoding naturally follows. Therefore
Remark 4. The result in Theorem III.5 is based on the simple observation that in (0010) feedback model the transmitter T 1 receives a "better" copy of the message encoded at T 2 than in (1000) feedback model, when n ≥ m. This is so because in (0010) feedback model, the feedback is received from D 2 , while in (1000) model, feedback is received from D 1 . At D 2 and D 1 , the received message is a linear combination of messages X 1i and X 2i . At T 1 , X 1i is known. Since n ≥ m, the bits of X 2i that can be decoded from the received message at D 2 are a superset of the bits of X 2i that can be decoded from D 1 .
Corollary III.6. The capacity region of C (1001) , C (1100) , C (0110) , when n ≥ m is related as follows
It is obvious that C
sum . In the weak interference regime, the outer-bound of sum-capacity of (0110) feedback model and (0010) feedback model, from equation (12) can be rewritten as
From Theorem III.5, we know that in weak interference regime,
Combining (20) and (21), we have C
sum . In the very strong interference regime, i.e. m ≥ 2n, the outer-bounds of the (0110) and (0010) feedback models, from 12 are related as C
The outer-bound in (22) is achievable even without feedback (Theorem II.1). Thus, the sum-capacity of (0010) and (0110) in the very strong interference regime is C (0010) sum = C (0110) sum = 2n. This shows that there is no benefit from the (0110) feedback in the very strong interference regime (m ≥ 2n).
In the strong interference regime, where n ≤ m < 2n, the sum-capacity of even (1111) is identical to that without feedback, i.e. C (0000) sum = C
sum .
We know that C
and therefore from (23) and (24), we conclude that in the strong interference regime
We have found the sum-capacity of all the feedback models and proved that the sum-capacity of all the feedback models with (1 × × ×) feedback state is identical.
E. Capacity Regions
In order to study the capacity region of various feedback models, we establish the achievability of corner points formed by the intersection of suitable outer-bounds. All the outer-bounds described in the Section III-C, i.e. (5), (6) , Theorem III.1, Theorem III.4, (8) and (9) are hyper-planes. The capacity regions formed by the intersection of hyper-planes are convex polygons. In order to show the achievability of a convex polygon, showing the achievability of its non-trivial corner points will be sufficient.
Note that all the capacity regions that we will investigate in this section can be described as a combination of the capacity regions C (0000) , C (1111) and C (1000) . We already know the capacity region C (0000) from Theorem II.1. We will therefore present the capacity regions C (1000) and C (1111) first and then describe the rest in terms of them. (1000) Feedback Model: The capacity region C (1000) is characterized the following four bounds
The corner points of the convex capacity region are formed by the intersections of the bounds on 1) R 1 with
In Section III-D, the sum-capacity achieving point over all regimes of interference was shown to be the intersection of the bounds on R 2 and R 1 + R 2 . In all the regimes of interference where the intersection of R 1 with 2R 1 + R 2 lies inside C (1000) , it can easily be confirmed that it is achievable without any feedback (Theorem II.1) as shown in Fig. 5 . The corner point of intersection of 2R 1 + R 2 with R 1 + R 2 is achievable without any feedback except in the regime of interference where
where the corner point of intersection is (2n − 2m, m). In order to achieve the corner point (2n − 2m, m), the private rate is set to (n − m) bits, common rate (2m − n) bits and relay message at (2n − 3m) bits
Thus all corner points of intersection of the outer bounds are achievable with the relay based strategy. Detailed analysis can be found in the Appendix C.
Note that although the rate pair (n − m, n) is achievable in the weak interference regime, the rate pair (n, n − m) is not. As noted in Section III-B, the absence of a virtual relay for the T 1 -D 1 pair does not allow rate pair (n, n − m) to be achievable for the (1000) feedback model. Also note that when the interference is weaker than the intended signal strength, the 2R 1 + R 2 bound is active, while it is not active in C (1001) (Theorem II.2). (1001) and (1111) Feedback Models: The capacity region of the (1001) feedback model was derived in [19] and is given in Theorem II.2. It can also be derived using the outer bound in Theorem III.1 and the achievability scheme described in Section III-B. The C (1001) is presented below to contrast it with C (1000)
The bounds on R 1 and R 2 are the simple cutset bounds, while the bound on the sum-rate is due to Theorem III.1. The sum-capacity C (1001) sum is identical to C
sum . One of the non-trivial corner points on the boundary of the capacity region C (1001) , in the weak interference regime, is (n − m, n). Notice that the rate tuple (n − m, n) is on the boundary of C (1000) and therefore it also achievable with the (1001) feedback model. By symmetry arguments (n, n − m) is on the boundary of C (0001) , i.e. on the capacity region of the feedback model with a link between D 2 and T 2 , and hence (n, n − m) is achievable with (1001) feedback model too.
The cutset bounds (5) and (6), and the bound on the sum-rate (11) from Theorem III.1 are all valid bounds for C (1111) . Since (1001) achieves all the corner points of the polygon formed by (5), (6) and (11), we conclude that 15 The rate tuple (n, n − m) was not achievable with (1000) feedback model because there was no virtual relay path available between T 1 and D 1 . In (1001) feedback model, the virtual relay route is available and therefore the (n, n − m) rate pair is achievable, thus making C (1001) ⊃ C (1000) , i.e. capacity region of (1001) feedback model strictly larger than the capacity region of the (1000) feedback model, which is our second key result.
(1101) Feedback Model: The capacity region of (1101) feedback model can be sandwiched as follows
From (31) and (32), we conclude that
Thus far, we have found the capacity region of the feedback model (1000) and also of all the feedback models of the type (1 × × 1). It is worth noting that all the feedback models of the type (1 × × 1) have identical capacity regions. It is also worth noting that due to the absence of the virtual relay route between T 1 and D 1 , the capacity region of (1000) feedback model is a strict subset of the (1 × × 1) feedback model, i.e.
The Figure 5 shows the capacity regions achievable with (1000) and (1111) feedback model.
(1100) and (1110) Feedback Model: We will derive the capacity region C 1100 for two different regimes of interference. In the regime where n ≥ m, we know from Theorem III.5 that C 1100 ⊇ C 1001 . In all regimes of interference and the capacity regions of (1100), (1110) and (1111) are related as
Sandwiching the capacity regions C (1100) , C (1110) between C (1001) and C (1111) , from (31), (35) and (18), we conclude that in the interference regime where n ≥ m
In the interference regime where n < m, we use Theorem III.3, (6) and Theorem (III.1) to bound C (1100) . It is to be noted that the Theorem III.3, (6) and Theorem (III.1) apply to the (1000) feedback model as well, and are known to be achievable. Since C (1100) ⊇ C (1000) , we can conclude that when n < m
(0110) Feedback Model: In order develop the capacity region of (0110) feedback model we will consider two different regimes of interference. When n ≥ m, from we know from Corollary III.6
Therefore when n ≥ m, from (38) and (31), we have
The regime of interference, where m > n can again be split into two parts. First note that, when 2n > m > n, any amount of feedback does not improve the capacity. Thus when 2n > m > n, C (0110) = C (0000) . Once m ≥ 2n, we use Theorem III.2 to bound the sum-rate, and Theorem III.3 and its symmetric version to bound rates R 1 and R 2 respectively which results in the following outer-bound
The outer-bound in (40) depicts the capacity region of two non-interfering point to point channels. In fact, when m ≥ 2n, in the two user interference channel (without feedback), interference can be completely decoded out so as to treat it as two point to point channels. Thus, in m ≥ 2n regime too C (0110) = C (0000) .
IV. FEEDBACK MODELS: GAUSSIAN CHANNEL
In this section, the capacity region results developed for the deterministic model in Section III are extended to Gaussian channels. The important outer-bounds are outlined and their proofs are provided in the appendices. Combination of different outer-bounds together provide comprehensive outer-bounds forming the approximate capacity region for different feedback models studied in the paper. Most of the intuitions developed in the deterministic model carry over to this section as well and are omitted to avoid repetition. An achievability similar to the Han-Kobayashi based splitting of messages is developed in Section IV-B. The aim of this section is to show the following 1) The sum-capacity of the (1000) feedback model is within 4.17 bits from the sum-capacity of the (1111) feedback model. 2) The capacity region of (1001) feedback model is within 3.59 bits of the (1111) feedback model. In this section approximate Gaussian capacity region have been derived for all the feedback models for which exact deterministic capacity region were derived in Section III, i.e. all the feedback models except (0010) and (1010).
A. Outer Bounds for the Gaussian Channel
In this section, we provide four new outer bounds for rates of two user interference channel with various feedback states. The following Theorem provides an outer-bound on the sum-capacity of (1111) feedback model.
Theorem IV.1. The sum rate of the symmetric Gaussian interference channel for (1111) feedback model is outer bounded by
Proof: The proof details are provided in Appendix D.
Remark 5. Since the sum-capacity of the (1111) outer bounds the sum-capacity of all the feedback models, therefore Theorem IV.1 is an upper bound of the sum-capacity for all the feedback models.
The next theorem is an outer bound on the sum-capacity of the feedback model where there are two feedback links, one from each receiver to other transmitter, i.e. (0110). Theorem IV.2 is also an outer bound for (0010) feedback model. Theorem IV.2. The sum capacity of the feedback model where each of the receivers has a feedback link only to the interfering transmitter (feedback state (0110)) is outer bounded as
Proof: To establish the bound in (42), we use a version of the cutset bound. Consider a genie aided upper bound, where there is an infinite capacity (and no delay) link between the source T 1 and D 2 as in Theorem III.2. A similar infinite capacity, no delay link, between T 2 and D 1 is added as a part of the genie. Thus we have a modified system as shown in the Fig. 8(a) which are equivalently two point to point two-way communication channel between virtual nodes A ≡ {T 1 , D 2 } and A c ≡ {T 2 , D 1 }. For a point to point two-way Gaussian channel, independent operation is known to be optimal [23] . Therefore, the sum-capacity of interference channel with (0110) feedback too is upper bounded by the sum of the capacities of the individual channel from A to A c and vice-versa. The capacity of each of the individual point to point channels is log(1 + SNR) and therefore the sum capacity is upper bounded by R 1 + R 2 ≤ 2 log(1 + SNR).
As observed in the deterministic channels, the bounds on sum-capacity do not sufficiently describe the capacity region of the (1000) feedback model. The following theorem is an upper bound on the rate 2R 1 + R 2 : Theorem IV.3. In a symmetric Gaussian interference channel, with (1000) feedback
Proof: The proof details are provided in Appendix E. We note that the degrees of freedom of the outer bounds described in Theorem IV.1 as well as Theorem IV.3 is same as that of deterministic counterpart.
Finally a version of the cutset bound for the individual rate R 1 is developed for the case when there is no feedback link from D 2 to T 2 .
Theorem IV.4. The rate R 1 for feedback models which do not have a feedback link between D 2 and T 2 is outer bounded as
Proof: The same genie as in proof of Theorem IV.2 is used. Thus, we have a point to point communication channel with feedback between A = {T 1 , D 2 } and A c = {T 2 , D 1 } as shown in Figure 8 (b). Since there is a infinite capacity feedback link between A c and A, the rate R 1 can be considered to be outer bounded by the capacity of point to point channel (A → A c ) with feedback. Feedback does not improve the capacity in point to point channel [23] . Therefore R 1 ≤ log(1 + SNR).
Now that we are equipped with the outer bounds, in Table I , we present a compact representation of the approximate capacity region of the different feedback models studied in this paper.
The table also lists the gap to capacity for each of the feedback models. These gaps are computed for the achievability described in Section IV-B.
B. Achievability
This section explores the achievability of a rate region which is within a constant number of bits of the outer bound developed in Section IV-A. Schemes adopted here are inspired from the deterministic approximation. Both the achievable rate region and outer-bound are parametrized by the tuple (SNR, INR) 
where c is a fixed constant independent of SNR and INR. The outer-bound of the capacity region has been characterized by a set of hyperplanes and therefore is a convex polygon. The two dimensional convex polygon itself is sufficiently described by its vertices. Let the set of all corner points (vertices) of the convex polygon which forms the outer bound for feedback state F and the tuple (SNR, INR) be denoted by Q F (SNR,INR) . Then in order to prove (46), it is sufficient to prove
where
The problem is therefore reduced to finding an achievable rate pair for each corner point which is within c bits of the corner point. The achievability in this section will focus on the theme of finding such achievable rate pairs.
Throughout this section, the ratio of the SNR to INR in dB scale will be denoted by
We focus on the achievability for the (1000) feedback model. The scheme developed will be slightly modified to obtain the approximate capacity regions of all the 7 feedback models for which we found deterministic capacity 
Cases
Outer bound of Capacity Region (C 1 , C 2 ) Achievable rate (R 1 , R 2 )
At-least two direct R 1 ≤ log(1 + SNR + INR) (Cutset bound) link feedback:
regions in Section III. The achievability technique will also be used to show that the difference between the sumcapacity of the (1000) feedback model and the sum-capacity (1111) feedback model is no more than 4.17 bits/Hz. 1) Achievability: (1000) Feedback Model: SNR ≥ INR Encoding: The scheme proposed here is inspired from the rate-splitting method, in which the power is divided between common and private messages. Since there is a possible relay route for the messages generated at T 2 , we add another layer of message in addition to the common and private messages. Good communication schemes investigated in Section III also suggest that it is useful to split the transmitted symbol at each of the receivers into three distinct parts. We call them the common, private and relay messages. In the i th block of transmission, the common, private and relay messages transmitted by the u th transmitter is denoted by X ui,c , X ui,p and X ui,r respectively. The fraction of power allocated to the common, private and relay messages is λ uc , λ up and λ ur respectively and λ uc + λ up + λ ur = 1. The following communication strategy which extends to B blocks is proposed
and
The common and private parts of messages originate at the respective transmitters (sources). As observed in deterministic channel, in feedback model (1000), the relay messages originate only at one of the sources (T 2 ) and are communicated to the other transmitter (T 1 ) via T 2 → D 1 → feedback → T 1 path. The relay message is decoded at T 1 and then relayed (retransmitted) in the next block by T 1 . These conditions are satisfied by setting X 1i+1,r = X 2i,r . Following the usual definitions, the common part of the message is to be decoded at both the receivers, the private part is to decoded by the intended receiver only. The relay message is so designed such that X 2i,r is decodabale at D 2 on reception in the i th block itself. X 2i,r is also required to be decodable at T 1 before the (i + 1) th block of transmission. At D 1 , however, all the relay messages should be decodable at the end of B blocks. The total rate of the u th user is denoted by R u . The private, common and relay rates are denoted by R up , R uc and R ur respectively. Since the relay messages originate at T 2 , they contribute towards rate R 2 only. Therefore, R 1 = R 1p + R 1c , and R 2 = R 2p + R 2c + R 2r .
Decoding: We now discuss the decoding strategy and list the constraints. We will employ forward decoding at D 2 and backward decoding (starting from the B th block) at the D 1 . Also, note that at D 2 since X 2i−1,r is decoded in the (j − 1) th block, then it can be used to subtract out X 1i,r from received message Y 2i in the i th block of decoding (X 1i,r = X 2i−1,r ). Similarly, at D 1 (since backward decoding is applied), if X 1i+1,r is decoded out of the message in (i + 1) th block, it can be used to subtract out X 2i,r from received message Y 1i in the i th block of decoding (X 1i+1,r = X 2i,r ). Moreover, we let the private messages be treated as noise for the purpose of decoding the rest of information. Once we have decoded all the other messages, we subtract them out from the received signal and then decode the intended private message treating the other private message as noise. We then have to decode, in the i th block of decoding, (X 1i,r , X 1i,c , X 2i,c ) at D 1 (treating private messages as noise). And at D 2 , we have to decode (X 2i,r , X 2i,c , X 1i,c ). In either case we have to ensure the feasibility of the rate 3-tuples {R 1r , R 1c , R 2c } and {R 2r , R 2c , R 1c }. We already know that R 1r = R 2r . The symmetry of the problem (symmetric channel assumption) allows us to fix R 1c = R 2c . Therefore, {R 1r , R 1c , R 2c } ≡ {R 2r , R 2c , R 1c }. In addition to this, if we set λ 1c = λ 2c , λ 1p = λ 2p and λ 1r = λ 2r , then the symmetry requires us to prove the feasibility of decoding at one of the receivers. Since there are three messages (apart from the private message) that are required to be decoded in every block, we have a 3-user MAC.
At D 2 , in the 1 st block, only X 21,r and X 21,c are required to be decoded (treating X 21,p as noise). The decoding constraints of this MAC are a subset of the 3-user MAC, and thus the feasibility will naturally follow from the feasibility of the 3-user MAC. Similar argument holds true for the decoding of X 1B,c and X 1B,r , in the absence of X 2B,c , at D 1 while decoding the B th block of received message.
We now list the decoding constraints of the 3-user MAC at the D 1 .
Since we are employing a decode and forward kind of strategy for the relay message, it needs to be decoded at T 1 before relaying. This imposes the following joint decoding constraints (notice that the messages transmitted by T 1 are known to itself and can thus subtract it out from the received signal at the first receiver).
Although X 2c,i is not required at the first receiver, it turns out that forcing its decoding does not lead to a loss in the achievable rate. Finally, since there are private messages which need to be decoded, we list their decoding constraint at both the receivers
Corner points: The capacity region of the (1000) feedback model is outer-bounded by the intersection of 4 different hyper-planes and is therefore sufficiently described by 3 non-trivial corner points. The three corner points are formed by intersections of bounds on R 1 (Theorem IV.4) with 2R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.3), R 2 (cutset bound) with R 1 + R 2 (sum-rate bound i.e. Theorem IV.3) and R 1 + R 2 with 2R 1 + R 2 . For different regimes of interference, as in the deterministic case, different power sharing strategies and rate allocation is necessary. We consider an example of the regime where 0 ≤ α < 1 2 . Let us say we wish to achieve a rate pair within constant number of bits from the intersection of bounds on R 2 (cutset bound) with R 1 + R 2 (sum-rate bound i.e. Theorem IV.1). Then one possible choice of rates and power allocation is
The rate pair (R 1 , R 2 ) achieved by power and rate allocations described in (63) and (64) respectively is within 3.59 bits from the corresponding corner point formed by the intersections of the outer-bound of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 in the regime 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 2 . Power and rate allocation strategies have been described in Appendix G for all corner points formed by intersections outer-bounds of R 1 , 2R 1 + R 2 , R 1 + R 2 and R 2 . The feasibility of power and rate allocations described in Appendix G is shown in Appendix H. The gap between the achievable rate region and outer bound is evaluated for all corner points in the regime of interest (α ∈ [0, 1]) in the Appendix I and the gap has been evaluated to be 6 bits.
SNR < INR
In this regime, the capacity region is characterized by only three bounds, i.e. the bounds on R 1 , R 2 and R 1 + R 2 . We use a slightly modified scheme than described earlier. We do not use any private messages in this regime, i.e. λ 1p = λ 2p = 0 and correspondingly R 1p = R 2p = 0. The relay message X 2i,r is decoded at D 1 at reception in the i th block itself, unlike in the previous case (SNR ≥ INR), where backward decoding was applied. At D 2 , however, backward decoding is applied. In the B th block, the relay message X 1B,r is decoded out from the received symbol Y 2B . Since backward decoding is applied, the decoder at D 2 , in the i th block of decoding can subtract out X 2i,r = X 1i+1,r and then decode X 2i,c , X 1i,c , X 1i,r . Again since X 1i+1,r = X 2i,r , in the (i + 1) th block of decoding at the D 1 , it can be subtracted out. The decoding constraints of the 3-user MAC applies at both the receivers. We can set rates R 1c = R 2c and R 1r = R 2r . At D 1 {X 1i,c , X 2i,c , X 2i,r } have to be decoded. At D 2 {X 1i,c , X 2i,c , X 1i,r } have to be decoded. This is equivalent to the feasibility of 3-user MAC decoding with rate tuple {R 1r , R 1c , R 2c } and corresponding power tuple {λ 1r INR, λ 1c INR, λ 2c SNR}.
Corner points: In the strong interference regime, 3 bounds sufficiently characterize the approximate capacity region and hence there only two corner points on the outer bound corresponding to which the achievable rate pair need to be found. The corner points are formed by the intersection of bounds on R 2 (cutset bound) with R 1 + R 2 (sum-rate bound, Theorem IV.1) and R 1 + R 2 with R 1 (Theorem IV.4). Again as an example, when α > 2, the to achieve a rate pair within constant number of bits of the corner point of intersection of bounds on R 2 (cutset bound) with R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1), we use the following rates and power allocation λ 1c = λ 2c = λ 1p = λ 2p = 0 and λ 1r = λ 2r = 1
while R 1p , R 2p , R 1c and R 2c are all set to zero. The gap for this rate pair is computed to in Appendix I and found to be 3 bits. A detailed analysis of all the corner points of interest is given in G and H. The gap is computed in Appendix I and is found to be 3 bits. This completes the characterization of the approximate capacity for the (1000) feedback within 6 bits. The approximate capacity region of the (1000) is detailed in Table I .
We can now turn to characterizing the approximate capacity regions of the other six feedback models (i.e. all feedback models except (0100) and (1010)) who deterministic capacity region was found in Section III. Notice that henceforth, in order to describe the achievable rate region, explicit power allocation and rate splitting is not required, as it will rather be described in terms of the various corner point achieving strategies of the (1000) feedback model. It will simplify the analysis.
2) Achievability: (1001) and (1111) feedback model: We will consider the (1001) feedback model and (1111) feedback model together. In order to show that capacity region C (1001) is within constant number of bits from the C (1111) , we will show an achievable rate region of (1001) which is within constant number of bits from the outer-bound of (1111) feedback model. For (1111) feedback model, the following cutset bounds
and sum-capacity bound of Theorem IV.1 form the three outer-bounds. Thus the two non-trivial corner points are formed by intersection of (67) with (41) and (68) with (41). Suppose that (C x , C y ) is the corner point formed by the intersection of the bound (67) and (41). Then by symmetry (C y , C x ) is the corner point formed by the intersection of the (68) and the sum-rate bound (41). Recall that in showing the achievability of (1000) feedback model, a rate pair within constant number of bits from the intersection of (67) with (41) was shown to be achievable, the rate pairs corresponding to which are described in (104) and (116) in Appendix G. Thus there exists a two tuple
where c is a constant independent of the values of SNR and INR. Hence (R y , R x ) ∈ R (0001) . Now, R (1001) ⊇ R (1000) , and R (1001) ⊇ R (0001) . Therefore, (R x , R y ) ∈ R (1001) and (R y , R x ) ∈ R (1001) . Thus the achievable rate region R (1001) consists of points which are within constant number of bits from corner points of C (1111) . The constant has been evaluated in Appendix I to be 3.59 bits. Since the following inequality holds
and since R (1001) is within 3.59 bits of C (1111) , we can conclude that C (1001) is within 3.59 bits of the C (1111) . Since the achievability of region R (1001) directly follows from the achievability of R (1000) , the approximate capacity region characterization of all the feedback models of the type (1 × × 1) is complete.
3) Achievability: (1100) and (1110) feedback model: To start with, we show with simple arguments that when SNR ≥ INR, then any achievable rate region of (1000) feedback model is a subset of an achievable rate region of the (0010) feedback model. With slight abuse of notation we can say that R (1000) ⊆ R (0010) when SNR ≥ INR. This result is then used to develop an achievable rate-region for the feedback models with feedback state (1100) within constant number of bits from its respective outer-bounds.
The achievability used for the feedback state (0010) in the regime when SNR ≥ INR is described as follows. The encoding at T 2 is identical to the one described in Section IV-B1. At T 1 too, the private and common messages in the i th , i.e. X 1i,p and X 1i,c are generated in a manner identical to one described Section IV-B1. The relay message X 1i,r = X 2i−1,r , is decoded from Y 2i−1 (after subtracting g c X 1i from it). The decoding at receivers is identical to that of single direct link feedback as in Section IV-B1. The achievable rate region using this achievability is denoted by R (0010) .
Theorem IV.5. The achievable rate regions, for SNR ≥ INR,
where the regions R (1000) (and symmetrically R (0001) ) are found using the power-splits, encoding and decoding as mentioned in Section IV-B1.
Proof: Due to symmetry of the channel proving (71) is sufficient. Since the achievability is identical from the point of view of the receivers identical decoding constraints as in (51) -(57) apply. These are feasible for the same choice of power allocation (λs) described in Sec IV-B1.). The decoding constraints at T 1 , are however, different. Since T 1 knows its own transmitted symbol, it can subtract it out and then has to decode the common and relay messages (X 2i,c and X 2i,r )from the remaining signal. The decoding constraints are
For a given choice of rates, we have shown the feasibility of decoding constraints of (58). Since SNR > INR, for the same choice of rates (73) are loose constraints than (58) and therefore satisfied. Thus the cross link feedback from D 2 to T 1 can achieve the same rate-region R (1000) . This completes the proof. We now have the ingredients to show an achievable rate region within constant bits of the outer-bound of the (1100) feedback model and (1110) feedback model. We know that
C (1111) is characterized by outer bounds of R 1 (Theorem IV.4 and cutset bound, i.e. (67) ), R 2 (cutset bound (68)) and R 1 +R 2 (sum-rate bound, i.e. Theorem IV.1) and therefore has two corner points, i.e. the intersection of bounds of R 1 with R 1 +R 2 and intersection of bounds R 2 with R 1 +R 2 . Recall that in the achievability of (1000) feedback model, an achievable rate pair was shown within constant number of 3.59 bits/Hz from the intersection of the outer bounds of R 2 ((68)) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1), and since
therefore with (1100) feedback as well as with (1110) feedback, a rate pair is definitely achievable within 3.59 bits/Hz from the intersection of (68) and the sum-rate bound (Theorem IV.1). Now we turn to the corner point formed by the intersection of (67) and sum-rate bound, and analyze it for two different regimes of interference.
SNR ≥ INR
In this regime, from Theorem IV.5, we know that R (0100) ⊇ R (0001) . Clearly R (0110) ⊇ R (0100) ⊇ R (0001) . From symmetry, we know that the achievable rate region R (0001) contains a rate pair within constant 3.59 bits/Hz from the intersection of the outer bounds of R 1 ( (67)) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1) model. Thus the achievable rate region of (0100) and (0110) feedback model and thus that of as well as (1100) and (1110) feedback model too contains a rate pair within constant 3.59 bits/Hz from the intersection of R 1 ( (67)) and R 1 +R 2 (Theorem IV.1).
SNR < INR
In this regime, recall that the achievable rate region of (1000), i.e. R (1000) itself contains a rate pair within 3.59 bits from the intersection of bounds of R 1 ( (67)) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1). Thus R (1100) as well R (1110) definitely contains a rate pair within 3.59 bits/Hz from the corner point formed by the intersection of bounds of R 1 ( (67)) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1). The bounds (67), (68) and Theorem IV.1 form the outer bounds of the (1100) and (1110) feedback model, an achievable rate region within 3.59 bits/Hz has been shown which completes the characterization of the approximate capacity region of the (1100) and (1110) 
SNR ≥ INR
In this regime of interference, the outer bounds that characterize the approximate capacity region of the (0110) feedback model are the cutset outer bound of R 1 , i.e. (67), the cutset outerbound of R 2 i.e. (68) and the outer bound of the sum-rate R 1 + R 2 due to Theorem IV.1. When SNR ≥ INR, due to Theorem IV.5 we know that R (1000) ⊆ R (0010) and R (0001) ⊆ R (0100) . We also know that the R (1000) contains a rate pair which is within 3.59 bits/Hz of the corner point formed by the intersection of (68) and sum-rate bound of Theorem IV.1. Thus R (0010) and consequently R (0110) consists of a rate pair which is within 3.59 bits/Hz of the corner point formed by the intersection of (68) and sum-rate bound in Theorem IV.1. Due to symmetry R (0110) consists of a rate pair within 3.59 bits/Hz of the corner point formed by the intersection of (67) and sum-rate bound in Theorem IV.1. Since R (0110) contains rate pairs within 3.59 bits/Hz of both the non-trivial corner points, therefore we have successfully characterized the approximate capacity region of (0110) feedback model when SNR ≥ INR.
SNR < INR
In the regime of interference where SNR < INR, the approximate capacity can be achieved without feedback. Three outer bounds sufficiently characterize the capacity region. Theorem IV.4 bounds rate R 1 , a symmteric version of Theorem IV.4 applies to the rate R 2 , while Theorem IV.1 and IV.2 together applies to the sum-rate R 1 + R 2 . When SNR < INR < SNR 2 , a rate pair within constant number of bits of the intersection of bounds on R 2 (Theorem IV.4) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1) can be achieved by setting following power and rate allocations
The above rate and power allocation achieves a rate pair within 2 bits/Hz of the correponding corner point in the outer bound. For INR ≥ SNR 2 , the capacity region of two parallel point to point channels can be achieved. Theorem IV.2 and Theorem IV.4 show that the outer bound too is no larger than the capacity region of two parallel point to point channels, and therefore when INR ≥ SNR 2 , the capacity region with no gap can be achieved. Thus the approximate capacity region characterization of (0110) within 3.59 bits/Hz is complete.
5) Sum-capacity of (1 × × ×) feedback model: In the previous section, an achievable scheme based on splitting messages into three layers was proposed. By evaluating the distance between the inner and outer bound of the (1000) feedback model, the capacity region of (1000) feedback model was characterized to within 6 bits/Hz. In order to characterize the sum-capacity of (1 × × ×) feedback, we stick to the achievability of (1000) feedback model while we use the outer bound of (1111) feedback model. Theorem IV.1 is outer bound for the sum-rate of (1111) feedback model and thus holds for all feedback models. The cutset bound (68) on rate R 2 also holds for all feedback models. Now to show that the sum-capacity of (1000) feedback model is within constant number of bits of the (1111) feedback model, we show that a rate pair is achievable for (1000) feedback model within a constant number of bits from the corner point formed by the intersection of outer-bounds of R 2 (68) and R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1). When SNR ≥ INR, the power allocations is
It is easy to note that the above constraints imply that there are no common messages required to achieve the corner point. The following rate allocation describes the corner point
whose feasibility is shown in Appendix H1. When SNR < INR, the power allocation is
and the rate allocation is
whose feasibility is shown in Appendix H1. The corner point in the outer bound is chosen such that it maximizes R 2 , therefore the corresponding achievable rate pair also maximizes by pushing all the rate into the relay layer.
The maximum gap of the achievable rate pairs described in (81) and (78) from the corresponding outer bound is computed in Appendix I1 and I5 and is found to be 4.17 bits/Hz. Since the (1000) feedback model has a sum-capacity within 4.17 bits/Hz of the outer-bound of sum-capacity of (1111) feedback, we have charactized the sum-capacity of all feedback models of the type (1 × × ×) (since C 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have characterized the sum-capacity of feedback models with varying capabilities depending on whether an infinite capacity feedback link exists between one receiver and another transmitter (resulting in a total of 15 feedback models). In case of the deterministic interference channel, we find the exact sum-capacity of all the feedback models while for the Gaussian channel we find the approximate sum-capacity within 4.17 bits. Interestingly we find that the sum-capacity of the (1000) feedback model is same as that of the (1111) model for the deterministic interference channel, i.e. a single feedback link from one of the receivers to its corresponding transmitter is achieves the same sum-capacity as the that of the feedback model where both the receivers broadcast feedback to both the transmitters.
In the weak interference regime, the message transmitted from each of the transmitters is split into three parts: private, public and relay. The relay part of transmitted twice: once by the transmitter which generates it and once again (in the subsequent block) by the other transmitter after it receives (it is received via feedback) and decodes it. The rate of the relay message is finely tuned such that it is decodable at the intended receiver after its first transmission while it is decodable at the interfering receiver only after second transmission. The relaying of messages allows higher rates of communication by first causing interference at one of the receivers followed by interference resolution in the subsequent block.
In the strong interference regime, the feedback helps in creating a relay route which is a better channel for routing messages than the direct channel from a transmitter to its intended receiver. The messages generated at a transmitter can be passed on to the interfering receiver which can then pass it on to its own transmitter (via feedback) which can then relay it so that the intended receiver of the message receives it. Since the interference is stronger than the direct channel, relaying of messages can support higher rates than otherwise.
The capacity region of Gaussian interference channel for (1000) feedback model to within 6 bits/Hz has been found in the Gaussian channel, while exact capacity region for the deterministic model is found. For all other feedback models except (0100) and (1010) feedback models, the capacity region of the Gaussian interference channel to within 3.59 bits/Hz has been found, while exact capacity region for the deterministic model is found.
Finding the feedback capacity region of four-link feedback model with rate limited feedback is an interesting open question. APPENDIX A. Proof of Theorem III.1
where (a) follows by applying Fano's inequality to both the entropy terms, (b) follows from the fact that in a deterministic channel, the messages W 1 and W 2 together completely determine the output Y 
The RHS is maximized when X 1 and X 2 drawn from i.i.d. distribution over F q 2 where each each entry of the q-bit vector is i.i.d. Bern ( 1 2 ). This gives us the outer bound as in the statement of the Theorem.
B. Proof of Theorem III.4
We know that X 1i and X 2i are given by
where f 1i (.), f 2i (.) are some deterministic functions. We have Here 1N , 2N and 3N correspond to the Fano's inequality applied to three different entropy terms, and N = 3 * max ( 1N , 2N , 3N ). (a) holds because W 1 and W 2 are independent. Rearrangement yields the following expression
(a) is true as entropy for discrete random variables is always positive. The three sub-expressions are independently bounded. The first sub-expression is
H(Y 1i ) due to chain rule and removing conditioning. The second sub-expression is bounded as follows:
Observe the following: 
The third sub-expression is identical to the sub-expression in under-brace in (82), which has been shown to be bounded by the sub-expression in under-brace in (83). Thus
And now combining all the expressions together we have
By randomization of time indices and letting N → 0 as N → ∞, we get
The RHS is maximized when X 1 and X 2 drawn from i.i.d. distribution over F 
C. Achievable strategy for the corner points of the capacity region
Weak interference regime
We will first show the achievability in the case of weak interference (n ≥ m), where we will show the achievability at three corner points which proves the result. (i): Corner point formed by the intersection of bounds of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 : The corner point is given by (n−m, n). We will show the encoding strategy, decoding strategy at both the receivers, and then show that the strategy achieves the required rate pair. Encoding Strategy: In the first block, T 1 transmits
T such that |X 21,r | = m and X 21,p = n − m. From the second block onwards (till the B th block), T 1 transmits
T , where X 1i,p is an i.i.d. bit vector such that |X 1i,p | = n−m, while X 2i−1,r is relay message decoded out from Y 1i (decoding possible at T 1 as the
Decoding at first receiver: At the first receiver, since Y 1B = X 1B , therefore X 1B,r can be decoded without error. Also, X 1B,r = X 2B−1,r . We apply backward decoding and assume that X 1i,r and X 1i,p are successfully decoded from the in the i th block.
subtracted out from Y 1i−1 to decode X 1i−1,r and X 1i,p successfully and hence decoding of all the private and relay messages is possible. One stage of the decoding procedure is shown in Fig. 6(a) . Decoding at second receiver: Forward decoding is used. Since Y 21 = X 21 , therefore X 21,r and X 21,p are successfully decoded. Assume that X 2i−1,r is decoded successfully in the (i−1)
Since X 1i1→m = X 2i−1,r , therefore it can be subtracted out from Y 1i to successfully decode X 2i,r and X 2i,p . One stage of the decoding procedure at D 2 is shown in Fig. 6(b) . Notice the similarity in the decoding at both the receivers. Barring the direction in which the decoding is done, the decoding at both the receivers seem identical.
Letting B → ∞, we get the desired corner point.
(ii): Corner point intersecting the bounds of R 1 and 2R 1 + R 2 : We will consider two cases. The first case is when m < n 2 , where the desired corner point is (n, n − 2m). This corner point can be achieved without feedback [21] . The second case is when n 2 ≤ m ≤ n, where the desired corner point is (n, 0). This corner point can be trivially achieved since T 2 remains silent and there is only a point-to-point channel with capacity n between T 1 and D 1 .
(iii): Corner point formed by the intersection of bounds of R 1 + R 2 and 2R 1 + R 2 : We will consider three cases. The first case is when m < n 2 , where the corner point (n − m, n). This corner point was shown earlier in the intersection of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 . The second case is 2n 3 ≤ m ≤ n, where we conclude from Theorem III. 1 and [21] that the sum capacity does not improve with of feedback. The bound on 2R 1 + R 2 , i.e. (10) for the (1000) feedback model, is identical to the 2R 1 + R 2 bound of the (0000) (i.e. the no feedback model). Thus, this corner point can be achieved without feedback and thus can be seen in [21] . The third case is when n 2 ≤ m < 2n 3 , where the corner point is (2n − 2m, m) which cannot be achieved without feedback. We will now describe the encoding and decoding strategy that achieves the required rate pair. Encoding Strategy: In the first block, the first transmitter remains silent, while T 2 generates three i.i.d. bit vectors,
T . From the second block onwards, T 1 generates bit vectors X 1i,c , X 1i,p such that |X 1i,c | = 2m − n, |X 1i,p | = 2n − 3m, and transmits [X 1i,c , X 2i−1,r , X 1i,c , X 1i,p ]
T . Notice that X 2i−1,r is available to T 1 before the i th block of transmission via the feedback link.
T . In the B th (final) block, T 2 remains silent while
T . Decoding at the first receiver Backward decoding is applied. In the B th block, Y 1B = X 1B , and thus X 1B,c , X 1B,r and X 1B,p are decoded successfully. Assume successful decoding in the (i + 1) th block, i.e. X 1i,c , X 1i,r and X 1i,p are known without error. In the i th block the received vector
. From the received message X 1i,c and X 1i,r can be decoded right away. Y 1in−m+1→m = X 1i,c ⊕ X 2i,c . Since X 1i,c is already decoded, it can be subtracted out to decode X 2i,c . Now, from the (i + 1)
th block X 1i+1,r = X 2i,r is known. Y 1im+1→n = X 1i,p ⊕ [X 2i,r , X 2i,c ], and since X 2i,c , X 2i,r are known, they can be subtracted out to decode X 1i,p . One stage of backward decoding at D 2 has been depicted in Figure 7 (a). Notice that appropriately selecting the number of bits to relay and choosing the suitable bit locations to transmit them allows resolving the interference at D 1 completely. Trading off more common message bits with relay bits moves the achievable rate pair towards the corner point formed by the intersection of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 bounds ( Figure 5(b) ). Decoding at the second receiver: Forward decoding is applied. Note that in 1 st block, since Y 21 = X 21 , therefore X 2i,c , X 2i,r and X 2i,p are successfully decoded. Also note that
th block ensures the availability of X 2i−1,r = X 1i,r . With these, the i th block of message can therefore be decoded in an identical manner as the decoding at D 1 .
Achievable rate: The rate
1=1 (2n − 2m). Letting B → ∞, the desired rate tuple is obtained.
Strong interference regime
We will now show the achievability for the two corner points in the case of strong interference (m > n). (i): Corner point intersecting the bounds of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 : In this case, the desired corner point is (0, m). Note that since T 1 is not sending any message of its own, we can convert this to an effective relay channel, where there is a direct link between T 2 and D 2 while there is a relay that receives Y 1 and sends X 1 . Thus, the decode and forward strategy [24] for the relay channel can be used to achieve this corner point.
(ii): Corner point intersecting the bounds of R 1 and R 1 + R 2 : In this case, the desired corner point is (n, m − n). For n < m ≤ 2n, this point is in the capacity region without feedback [21] and thus can be achieved with feedback. Thus, we only need to show for m > 2n in which case the encoding strategy and the decoding strategy at both the receivers is given below. Decoding: At both receivers forward decoding is applied. Except the first block,
T . Thus in each block X 2i−1,r (relay message of the previous block) and X 2i,p can be decoded. Achievable rate: The rate − 2n) ). Letting B → ∞ we get the desired rate tuple.
D. Proof of Theorem IV.1
The technique employed here is very similar to techniques for upper bounding the sum-rate capacity for deterministic interference channel under a similar feedback setup. Let's define S 1i = g c X 1i + Z 2i and S 2i = g c X 2i + Z 1i
where 1N , 2N correspond to the two entropy terms in (89). N = 1N + 2N . We now bound the expression in the under-brace in (89)
where (a) holds since
(c) is due to chain rule of entropy, (d) holds because given W 2 and X N 2 can precisely determined and Y 2i = X 2i +S 1i and thus given Y 2i and X 2i , S 2i can be precisely determined, (e) uses the fact that the removing conditioning does not increase the entropy.
We plug-in this part in the original sum-rate bound (90) to get
Letting N → ∞ we can make N → 0. Moreover applying the chain rule of entropy and noting that removing conditioning does not increase entropy, the following outer bound is obtained
By simply interchanging the inverting the indices of the users, i.e. following the substitution 1 → 2 and vice versa we obtain
The statement of Theorem IV.1 is obtained by bounding each of the entropy terms individually, as shown in Appendix F.
E. Proof of Theorem IV.3
(a) is due to the independence of the messages at the two sources (transmitters). Each of the s corresponds to the applying Fano's inequality for the three entropy terms and N = 3 * max ( 1N , 2N , 3N ). Rearranging the terms, the following expression is obtained
The three sub-expressions are seperately bounded. The first sub-expression is h(Y
, because removing conditioning does not reduce entropy.
In order to bound the second sub-expression, observe the following , X 1j can be precisely determined and hence the value of each of the entropy terms is 0.
Let us introduce
. Plugging these back into the into the second subexpression in (94), we have The third subexpression in (94) is bounded following similar steps as the bound for R 1 + R 2 , i.e. the bound obtained in (91). Putting them together, we finally have the following bound
Again letting N → ∞ we can make N → 0 and thus we have the upper bound
The statement of Theorem IV.3 is obtained by bounding each of the entropy terms individualy, as shown in Appendix F.
F. Outer bounds in terms of SNR and INR
In order to represent the bounds (92) and (95)in terms on SNR and INR, the variance of conditioned random variable is bounded using Schur's complement [25] and its corresponding entropy bounded by finding the entropy of the Gaussian random variable for the computed variance [23] . Assume that the correlation between X 1 and
Also,
The variance of a Y 2 conditioned on S 2 is given bounded by
Since the noise is distributed as CN (0, 1), therefore
Combining (96), (99) and (100), the following can outer-bounds are obtained
G. Achievable rate pairs for Gaussian channel
The power and rate allocation necessary for an achievable rate pair within within constant number of bits of the corresponding corner point in the upper bound for the (1000) feedback model has been described. The achievable rate pairs for the three corner points of intersection of outer bounds in the regime α ∈ [0, 1] has been presented first and following which the achievabile rate pairs corresponding to the two corner points for α ∈ (1, ∞) has been presneted. a) Corner point: Intersection of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 : α ∈ [0, 1]: Following is a power split
It is easy to note that the above constraints imply that there are no common messages required to achieve any of the corner points. The following rate allocation describes the corner point
Interestingly, the non existence of the common message reduces the problem of decoding from a 3-user MAC to a 2-user MAC. We defer the feasibility proof to the Appendix H1. b) Corner point: Intersection of 2R 1 + R 2 and R 1 + R 2 bounds: : In this regime we use a different power sharing strategy. Note that this choice may not be the best in terms of providing the least gap. Nevertheless, the corner point can be achieved within a constant number of bits for all values of SNR. Following is the split
The common and relay part share equal power, even though they do not have the same rate. Inspired from the degrees of freedom observed from the deterministic channel model, the following rates are chosen
α ∈ 2 3 , 1 : From the intuitions developed in the deterministic channel, corner point in this regime will be shown to be achievable without feedback. We do not use any relay messages here and do not follow the achievability strategy proposed in Section IV-B1. We use private and common messages and use following power sharing
The achievable rates are as follows
Notice that the decoding (if the private parts of the messages are treated as noise) is 2-user MAC with the common parts of both the messages to be decoded at each of the receivers following which the private message of the intended source is decoded. We defer the proof of the decoding feasibility of the achievable rate-tuple for this corner point to Appendix H2. c) Corner point: Intersection of 2R 1 + R 2 and R 1 bounds: Again, this corner point is achievable without feedback for all values of α ∈ [0, 1] and therefore the achievability scheme described in IV-B1 is not neccessary.
α ∈ 0, 
The remaining power at T 2 goes unused. The corresponding rate allocation is
At each of the receivers the intended message is decoded by treating the private message of the other user as noise.
Thus there are two constraints on the individual rates R 1p and R 2p . α ∈ 1 2 , 1 : The corner point in this regime is within constant number of bits of the trivially achievable rate tuple (log(1 + SNR, 0).
The proof of feasibility of the achievable rates (i.e. the satisfiability of the constraints) for the given choice of λs for this corner point is deferred to the Appendix H3.
d) Corner point: Intersection of R 1 and R 1 + R 2 :
The corner point is achievable without any feedback and the power and rate allocation has been described for completeness. The power allocation is
and the rate allocation
α ∈ (2, ∞): The power allocation strategy is
e) Corner point: Intersection of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 : α ∈ (1, ∞): The power allocation is
H. Appropriate choice of λ
In the regime of interference, where α ∈ [0, 1], 4 outer bounds characterize the capacity region and thus there are 3 distinct corner points. The feasibility of achievable rate tuples and power sharing is described in Section IV-B1 which are within constant gap from these corner points is shown in the first three bullet points of this section, i.e. (H1), (H2) and (H3). For values of α ∈ (1, ∞), 3 outer bounds are sufficient to characterize the capacity region and thus only two corner points are formed by the intersection of the these bounds. The feasibility of the choice of rate tuples and power sharing described in Section IV-B1 is shown in the (H4) and (H5) bullets.
1) Corner point formed by the intersection of R 2 with R 1 + R 2 , α ≤ 1:
As λ 1c = λ 2c = 0 and therefore the only decoding constraints are on the rate R 1r = R 2r (51)
It is easy to show that the above holds for α ∈ [0, 1). The other constraint on R 1r (58)
The constraint on R 1p = R 2p is R 1p = R 2p ≤ log 1 + λpSNR λpINR+1
≡ log 1 + SNR 2INR ≤ log 1 +
SNR 2INR
2) Corner point formed by the intersection of R 1 + R 2 with 2R 1 + R 2 , α ≤ 1: a) α ∈ 0, The last inequality holds because the minimum value of the expression in under-brace occurs at α = The expression in the under-brace is minimum for α = ≡ log(1 + SNR 2−3α ) − log(4) ≤ log(3 + SNR α ) − log(4)
The decoding constraint for rate R 2c (73) is R 2c ≤ log 1 + λcINR λpINR+1 ≡ log(1 + SNR 2α−1 ) − log(4) ≤ log(3 + SNR α ) − log(4)
The final constraint is the sum-rate decoding constraint (60) is R 2r + R 2c ≤ log 1 + (λr+λc)INR λpINR+1
≡ log(1 + SNR 2α−1 )(1 + SNR 2−3α ) − log(16) ≤ log(1 + SNR α ) − log(2)
All the terms in the RHS of the last expression are positive. c) α ∈ 2 3 , 1 : In this regime, the rate tuple described by(108) is achievable without feedback. Thus, the decoding constraints of two 2-user MAC apply. Since SNR ≥ INR, the following constraints need to be satisfied All the three inequalities can be easily seen to be true.
3) Corner point formed by the intersection of 2R 1 + R 2 and R 1 : a) α ∈ 0, and finally the sum-rate constraint
≡ log(SNR α ) ≤ log(1 + SNR + SNR α )
Since α < 2, all the three inequalities hold. b) α ∈ [2, ∞): Here we have a 3-user MAC at both the receivers and due to symmetry feasibility at one of them implies the feasibility at the other. Without loss of generality, decoding constraints at D 1 are checked. Noting that INR ≥ SNR 2 , only the tight constraints are listed. All the terms on RHS are non-negative since α ≥ 2. Finally, the constraint on the total sum-rate All the terms in the RHS of the above expression are non-negative. 5) Corner point formed by the intersection of R 2 and R 1 + R 2 , α > 1: There is a single decoding constraint on the rate R 1r = R 2r R 1r ≤ log(1 + SNR α ) ≡ log(1 + SNR α ) ≤ log(1 + SNR α ).
I. Gap to Capacity
In this section, we show that the gap between the corner points of the outer bound and the achievable scheme is at most 6 bits/Hz for the (1000) feedback model. The gap for (1 × ×1) model has been shown to be no more than 3.59 bits/Hz. The gap between outer bound and achievable rate region for the (1100) and (1110) too is 3.59 bits/Hz.
The outer bounds on R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1) and 2R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.3) are a function of correlation ρ between the transmitted symbols X 1 and X 2 . By plugging in ρ that maximizes the expressions of outer-bounds described by Theorem IV.1 and Theorem IV.3, outer bounds for rates R 1 + R 2 for (1 × × 0) feedback model and 2R 1 + R 2 for (1000) feedback model are obtained. The bounds on rates R 1 + R 2 and 2R 1 + R 2 together with the bounds on R 1 and R 2 , form the outer bound of the capacity region of for different regimes of interference (different values of α). The outerbound of the capacity region will be denoted by C. Points on the boundary are denoted by (C 1 , C 2 ), such that (C 1 , C 2 ) ∈ C. The achievable rate tuple are denoted by (R 1 , R 2 ). Since the achievability described differently for two broad regimes of interference, i.e. α ∈ [0, 1] and α ∈ (1, ∞). All the corners point of interest are listed below for whiich the achievability is described in Section IV-B1. 1) Corner point formed by intersection R 2 and R 1 + R 2 : a) α ∈ [0, 1]:: This corner point is achievable within constant gap from achievable rates described in (104). The outer bound on rate R 2 is C 2 = log(1 + SNR + INR). The gap of the achievable rate from the outer bound is ≤ log(3) + 1 a) α ∈ (1, ∞): The achievability of the corner point is described in Section IV-B1 and the achievable rate-tuple is described by (116). The gap of the achievable rate R 2 from the outer bound is In the regime where 1 < α < 2, the rate pairs achieved without any feedback are shown to be within the constant number of bits from the corner point of intersection of the outer bound of sum-rate R 1 + R 2 (Theorem IV.1) and rate R 2 .
a) α ∈ (1, 2): In the regime α ∈ (1, 2), the outer bound for rate R 1 + R 2 is due to Theorem IV.1, while the outer bound on rate R 2 is due to a symmetric vesion of Theorem IV.2. b) α ∈ [2, ∞): (log(1 + SNR) , log(1 + SNR)) is a achievable rate pair for the regime of α ≥ 2.
